


The Beginning of the Story

Some years ago we had the good fortune to enter that strage world of the fans of the so called "classic 

cars" and to share with them the fool dream to make our cars racing in the circuit and see whose was 

the best performance. 

Not in anonymous circuits, but where the story of motor racing was written: Monza, Brands Hatch, 

Zandvoort, Zolder, Spa Francochamps, Paul Ricard du Castellet and last but not least the old 

Nuerburgring, The "Green Hell" with its countless ups and downs, sudden turns getting a stomach-ache 

just after less than half a lap.

This on cars we used to see, when children, speeding on TV, or which we aimed to while glacing through 

the pages of the last issue of Autosprint magazine, bought with the rest of the weekly tip.

What places, cars, passions!

And what people!

The pleasure of sharing those moments with people who had the car originally designed, manufactured, 

processed, tested and in many cases brought to the victory, was really inspiring.

The cars forming that "circus" had a very strong personality, built for pleasure with the aim to charme

as well as to go fast. Mechanics , thanks only to the laws of physics and dynamics had to be 

interpreted by the designer with his best intuition often very bright.  

The design concept of the shape and the size was essential:  "What is not needed should not simply be" 

so many times the result was of a significant cleansing and absolute essentiality.

It was not unusual that the result was a car of splendid beauty and great emotion.

Strong of the experience and the know-how put together in those years with the passion that over time 

has even increased, we thought it might be interesting to put to use all we had learnt.

Manufacturing a car as the artisans built the famous Gran Turismo at the end of the '50, a Gran Turismo

with mechanics derived from the series and revised according to the new requirements, the rest being 

born from a blank sheet of paper. A car full of personality , both formal and substantive, which 

expresses the skills of those artisans too often forgotten and who on the contrary have given so much 

in terms of uniqueness, charm and design. Able to give emotion, constructed and finished trying to 

guess and satisfy not only the aesthetic taste of the future driver, but more than this trying to 

express his personality surely not usual.



An Italian Dream comes true



Berlinetta Production Phases



The frame: masterpiece of technical craftshandship and stylistic

sensibility



The dress: the Italian skill of the Maestro Battilastra



Berlinetta: Italian Lifestyle



Today completely hand made,  according to the standards of the legendary 50‘es, Berlinetta

is a car appealing to  those audiences, who lived or dreamed the myth of those cars racing 

on the roads of the "Mille Miglia", the "Targa Florio" or the "Carrera Panamericana" and at 

the same time  were used in the weekend  to go to the theatre.  A made in Italy masterpiece 

of design and engineering.

Passion and experience come together in the creation of this model , thanks to its design,  

recalls the “dream car” of many fans bringing them back to a long time ago.

The Effeffe Berlinetta "cafe racer " does not leave anything to chance, his whole "being" 

goes straight to the point and leaves no time to get lost in unnecessary frills.





Berlinetta, Gentleman Drivers and their Dress Code

To know the charm of the past means to better interpret the future.

Berlinetta, an old-fashioned word, almost forgotten, but as light as the flutter of 

butterfly wings, evoking roaring times, the legendary ‘50es.

A romantic age but in a state of great excitement when the Gentleman Driver represented 

culture, refinement but even audacity, impudence ,courage and an uncontainable joy of living 

at full speedy challenging the future.

Saturday night in Milan for the Premiere at La Scala, dinner after opera chez Savini with a 

charmant lady.

The clock strikes midnight and she, like a Cinderella disappears, he quickly reaches his new 

partner for a challenging night. Berlinetta is patiently waiting for him in a November mist.

Sitting in the cockpit , wrapped by forgotten scents, lit by the soft little lights of 

the Jaeger timepiece, the hands caressing the mahogany steering wheel, rocked by the roar of 

the “bialbero”, he is going to face a night for real men. Berlinetta flies on the road 

towards the dawn, the beginning of a surely hard day.

He hasn’t slept, but it doesn’t matter. He has arrived.

Just the time to check the oil and water levels, the tyres pressure, refueling and a last 

gesture with a poetic flavor: handwriting the racing number onto the doors.

An Espresso.

A leather jacket has replaced the tuxedo, the white helmet with the Italian red/white/green 

strip, driving gloves. Fasten his seat belts and he is ready.

Ready for every challange lived as a protagonist.

His companion….Berlinetta.



Berlinetta is a car full of personality, both formal and 

substantive, which expresses the skills and the passion of 

those Italian artisans too often forgotten. Artisans give so 

much in terms of uniqueness, charm and design, building cars

with the aim to charme as well as to go fast.



The Interiors

The bucket seats, a "baquets" with legs raised support, made of soft leather, the lining of 

the upper part of the dashboard in coach hide and the rest enameled in the same finish as 

the rest of the body, the secondary controls in chrome lever, the central tunnel, the door 

panels and the inner lining of the boot in the finest leather with diamond stitching and 

all English, floor carpets of pure wool to report sensations and scents of the past. 

There is the possibility to choose the coatings in a wide range of colors and finishes, 

including the type and color of the stitching.

The interiors are custom made according to the driver demands and desires, every car has 

his unique feature. Everything is expression of the passion of the best Italian craftsmen.

A customized luggage set is provided.







The Driver's Seat

Everything at the service of the driver .

The Jaeger tachometer with 9,000 full scale, a true legend in the world of racing many 

years ago, speedometer, oil pressure and temperature, water temperature, voltmeter.

These are indicators for the monitoring of all the important parameters when the gait is at 

limit , and the driver has to get these information at a glance.

All information that we have probably forgotten over the time.

Nardi steering wheel with mahogany rim and spokes in aluminum, diameter 360 mm.

The knob of the gear lever, another must. The faithful reproduction of what the mythical 

Alfa Romeo GTA and GTAm that both won on circuits throughout the world.

The adjustable pedals in aluminum derived from the Sport.







Time goes fast? 

Not for Berlinetta
An ordinary day but not a common one.

A small “bottega” owned by  a small  Master watchmaker in Brescia, Mr.  Emanuele Bonara. 

The workbench in wood and leather exuding flavours of the past. The magnifying lens, the 

monocles, extra small tools that seem to come directly from a fairy tale. The stories of 

the timepieces of the Italian Military Aviation, used on the biplanes twirling in the sky

under the command of Francesco Baracca, and as a lucky charm the Cavallino Rampante, 

indispensable tools for managing the time of those men who, among pursuits, loops, 

immelmanns, spirals and chandelles greeted each other by touching their foreheads. 

Mechanical gestures to resist the terrible vibrations triggered by the monstrous star 

engines and the forces of indomitable violence. Images than ran fast, hangars full of smoke

and gasoline vapors, goggles and white scarves: legendary guys.

Then, a moment, as if by magic, a casket opens: the result of that ancient know-how, the 

tool to manage time on board the Berlinetta. Each piece created and assembled entirely by 

hand, a mechanism of high quality: jewels, balance wheels escapements, cylindrical barrets, 

wheel trains.

Mechanical mechanism , manual 8 days winding. The same passion and skill of a century ago 

to realize these magnificent objects today. The same details and characteristics.

Each piece a unique piece. The impertinence of number 30, and 60, and 90, and 120 to 

represent the close connection existing between the passing of time and speed.

A perfect representation of Marinetti’s concept of the Futurism at the dawn of the 

twentieth century.

Berlinetta, each object a story.    





Tailor Made
By manufacturing a car as the artisans built the famous Gran Turismo 

at the end of the 50’es, Officine Fratelli Frigerio produces

masterpieces with unique features: many elements and details are 

custom made according to the driver demands and desires. 







At easy everywhere



Romantic weekend in good company

Lifestyle



Berlinetta and "Gentlewoman Driver"

Winning couple

Lifestyle



Berlinetta and "Gentleman Driver"

Winning couple

Lifestyle



Berlinetta, Negroni and a 

charming Lady.

Lifestyle



Milan

One evening in late January. The weather is mild, it’s not cold.  Suddenly the city lights

lit up in the way only Milan is able to do, and everything is immediately magic.

The roaring of Berlinetta is the perfect music background.

Scala Theater is waiting for them and after Opera dinner at the Foyer.

But the night is young and in a moment it turns into sunrise. 

An Espresso in a Cafe just opened.

A pair of worn mocassinis and an old leather jacket replace the evening suit, and she is

comforted by an even older leather jacket put on her evening long dress.

The muffled atmosphere is broken by a thunder , then the bialbero changes its tone and 

Berlinetta passes through the city that is waking up.

Paddock downtown, a chat with old friends make them forget time passing by and it is sunset

once again.

Just the time to check the oil and water levels, the tyres pressure, refueling and a last 

gesture with a poetic flavor:  handwriting the racing number onto the doors.

The engines start, the air fills with thunders and smells of a past almost forgotten.

The red carpet in Piazza del Duomo is waiting for Berlinetta.  Next stop Monza, the temple

of speed, by night, at full throttle.

Dream? No, reality.

A romantic Age but in a state of great excitement when the Gentleman Driver represented

culture,good manners, glamour but even more audacity, impudence, courage and an 

uncontainable joy of living at full speedy and challenging the future.

Ready, today as well, for every challenge lived as a protagonist.

His companion….Berlinetta





Full throttle with charm



Emotions and show among the smells and noises of 

the "Golden Age" of the racing motoring.

Lifestyle



Go full throttle along the sixteenth-century city wall of the upper 

town , enclosed by the four "Porte" di S.Agostino, San Lorenzo S. 

Alessandro and San Giacomo.

Foot, wrists, head, and heart. Details for true men.

Lifestyle



Go full throttle up and down Remus, Schlossgold, Rauch, Wurth, 

Rindt, Red Bull Mobile, Niki Lauda Curve.

Recalling Jochen Rindt, Niki Lauda, Clay Regazzoni, James Hunt

and many other heroes.

Foot, wrists, head, and heart. Details for true men.

Lifestyle.



Duel between Gentleman Drivers

Lifestyle



The design Philosophy

The idea leading to the design of Effeffe Berlinetta was to create a light object, easy to 

drive, of sincere behavior.

We wanted to go back to the pleasure and purity of driving.

A series of targets to reach. 

The real strength had to be the weight that together with other technical solutions , 

exalted the pleasure of driving, with a very little  consume without forcing the tyres, and 

stressing the brakes, helping to keep at the highest efficiency all the mechanical 

components.

A 800 kilograms big kart with reactions always ready and consistent.

The aim was to build a car with which going beyond the grip of the tyres became a funny and 

profitable game reaching the limit in a progressive way.

The engine had  to push all along the 'arc of the available utilization , but not only the 

power and speed should play the leading role: the dynamic behavior, the simplicity with 

which you feel the reactions and so how to face them should be the central point.

Neither brake booster nor Abs:  even in this case the braking had to be a wonderful 

comeback to days gone by: a strong crushing almost to the point of locking and then a 

modulation to stay there, on the border between the grip and wheel locking to front end 

developing a high sensitivity. The weight distribution, all at inner wheel axle the true 

"Killer Application", was to bring very little understeer, braking late with a vigorous and 

ready insertion of cornering front end, the immediate throttle opening playing with a good 

balance on the car, the rear that does not ever steal the scene never to the front.

Get into a frame stepping over the side wings, slipping into the small seats in a skeleton 

of tubes where each element of the mechanics is visible, stretching the legs as in a kayak, 

it might seem an inconvenience, but it’s pure excitement.

The steering wheel to turn with stretched arms, wrists spaced a few centimeters from each 

other,  the palms feeling the growing forces when curving warning you that you are reaching 

the limit, maybe exceeding a little bit.

When the movement waters the brain like an unstoppable torrent of vital stimuli, colours, 

smells, feelings, vibrations become all materials that the evaluation of the species has 

hidden us, this driving experience on the contrary invites us to enjoy the elementary joy 

of the pure movement.

Back to being protagonist of themselves is pure madness?



Italian Craftsmanship and high Technology



Tubolar frame project



Wind tunnel simulated tests



A Concept in Mind, many have forgotten: Weight/HP Ratio

Traction Control ?

Nada.

Brake Assist ?

Desnecessário.

Active Suspension ?

Not available.

Abs ?

What is it ?

Psm ? Ptm ? Psam ? Pdcc ? Pdk ?

OMG. NO !

The only available systems :

foot, wrists, head, ass.

But above all heart.

Real driving Pleasure.



Kg/Hp 3,9 ap.

Colin Chapman used to say:

“Simplify, then add lightness” and

“Adding power makes you faster on the straights; subtracting weight makes you faster everywhere”

A new way to intrepret dreams.

Know the Past to better foresee the Future.

Be Protagonist and Gentleman.



Berlinetta’s Heart





Technical Features 

Engine

deriving from Alfa Romeo entirely in 

aluminum twinspark, Weber DCOE45 carburetors 

45. Alternative option: electronic injection

Engine : front central, straight four

Bore and stroke : 84 x 88,5 mm

Cubic capacity : 1962 cmc.

Maximum power : about 200 HP 

Maximum torque : about 30 Kgm at 4.400 Rpm

Distribution :  by twin overhead camshaft 

driven by double chains

Drive train

Clutch : single dry-plate with progressive 

engagement

Gearbox : 5 gear all synchronized, plus 

reverse, floor shift

Standard gear box rations : : I° 1:330, II°

1:1,99, III° 1:1,35, IV° 1:1, V° 0,79, RM 

3,01

Optional : close-ratio gear box

Standard limited slip differential

Wire wheel: classic centre lock, centre cap 

and splined hubs, rims in steel, 15x6.00”

Tyres :  205/70 VR15

Chassis and Body 

Chassis : frame work in welded steel tubes 

Body : 2 seat coupè, 2 doors, in aluminum 

hand made

Suspension 

Font suspension: independent with wishbones. 

The adjustable pull stiffener liner is 

joined to hight and length adjustable bush 

upper swineing arm. Stabilizer bar. Push-rod 

coil spring and coaxially double acting 

shock-absorber. 

Rear suspension: rigid axle. Lower trailing 

arms, with adjustable upper trailing arms, 

live axle on adjustable T-joint. Watt’s 

linkage to prevent relative sideways motion 

between the axle and frame work. Stabilizer 

bar. Coil spring and coaxially double-acting 

shock-absorber.

Brakes 

Vented front disc and slotted rear disc 

Steering 

Rack

Dimensions and weight

Dry weight : 790 Kg

Power/Weight : 3,95 Kg/Hp

Length : mm. 3925

Width : mm. 1685

Height : mm. 1250 

Wheel base : mm. 2323



Configuration:

Engine deriving from Alfa Romeo TwinSpark 4L 2000 

cc. power about 200 Hp, Weber DCOE carburetors 45.

Standard

Engine deriving from Alfa Romeo TwinSpark 4L 2000 

cc. power about 200 Hp, Electronic Injection.

Alternative 

Option

Racing clutch. Standard

Limited slip differential. Standard

Racing gearbox, 5 close gear ratios Option

Wire wheels: classic centre lock, centre cap and 

splined hubs, steel rims, tires 205/70 VR 15 "

Standard

Colour as per catalog Standard

Colour as per sample Option

Car cover Standard

Luggage set Standard

Leather straps on front and rear bonnet Standard

2 custom helmets Standard

2 fixed points safety belts Standard

3 fixed points safety belts Option

Fire extinguisher Standard

Quick tyre repair kit and mobile air compressor 

completed with pressure gauge

Standard

Safety tank with FIA homologation Option

Tubular Roll-Bar with 3 fixing points Option

Racing livery, longitudinal strip or front part 

partial painting with  highlight colour

Option

Racing livery, longitudinal strip or front part 

partial painting with highlight colour, number 

holder on doors and bonnet, race numbers lamps, spot 

lamps, front and rear brake pads set, competition 

battery switch, double chrono instruments Heuer, 3 

fixed points safety belts. 

Option

Internal details in solid mahogany Option

Entry in the “Scuderia del Portello” register under 

"erre" category and special plate.

Standard



Berlinetta is ready to travel around the World
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Office: Via San Giuseppe, 14

I – 20843 Verano Brianza (Mb)

www.effeffecars.com

info@effeffecars.com

Leonardo Frigerio ++39 335 6370690 

leo.effeffecars@gmail.com

Patrizia Mascheroni ++39 333 4658081 

papi.effeffecars@gmail.com

Berlinetta Diary : 

Htps:/www.facebook.com/effeffecars


